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When processes on two different machines communicate, they most often do so us-
ing the TCP protocol. While TCP is appropriate for a wide range of applications, it has
shortcomings in other application areas. One of these areas is fault tolerant distributed
computing. For some of those applications, TCP does not address link failures ade-
quately: TCP breaks the connection if connectivity is lost for some duration (typically
minutes). This is sometimes undesirable. The paper proposes robust TCP connections, a
solution to the problem of broken TCP connections. The paper presents a session layer
protocol on top of TCP that ensures reconnection, and provides exactly-once delivery for
all transmitted data. A prototype has been implemented as a Java library. The prototype
has less than 10% overhead on TCP sockets with respect to the most important perform-
ance figures.
Keywords: session layer protocol, TCP, performance, fault-tolerant distributed comput-
ing, quasi-reliable channels, Java
1. INTRODUCTION
When processes on two different computers communicate, they most often do so
using the TCP protocol [1]. The reasons for the popularity of TCP are threefold. Firstly, it
offers a convenient interface for communication: a bi-directional byte stream. Secondly,
it hides most problems of the communication channel from the programmer: message
losses, duplicates and short losses of connectivity. Thirdly, it is extremely flexible and
well engineered: it suits needs as different as short lived HTTP sessions, long lived file
transfers, and continuous low traffic sessions like a remote login. Moreover, TCP can
work on low-latency reliable local networks and on the high-latency not-so-reliable
Internet with acceptable performance.
While TCP is appropriate for a wide range of applications, it has shortcomings in
other application areas. One of these areas is fault-tolerant distributed computing. Many
algorithms in fault-tolerant distributed computing assume so called quasi-reliable chan-
nels: If a process p sends a message m to process q, m will eventually be received by q if
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neither p nor q fails [2]. An obvious way to implement quasi-reliable channels is to use a
TCP connection between p and q. Unfortunately, TCP does not address link failures ade-
quately. TCP breaks the connection if connectivity is lost for some duration, typically
minutes, but the connection is broken only if TCP actually wants to send data or if
keepalives are sent). This might sometimes be undesirable, and hence we need a way to
recover from broken TCP connections. Potential applications that would benefit from
such a feature are applications that are willing to wait for connectivity longer than the
default TCP parameters allow. Examples include long-lived remote login sessions on a
computer not permanently connected to the Internet (mobile devices or a PC with a mo-
dem). There are more elaborate examples from fault tolerant distributed computing (the
reader not interested might skip the next paragraph). The explanation requires some addi-
tional context.
In fault-tolerant distributed computing, process failures and link failures are often
abstracted using group membership. A group membership service offers each process a
view of the system, the set of processes the process can currently communicate with. The
view changes over time as (1) processes crash / recover, or (2) link failures occur / are
repaired [3]. There are two kinds of group membership: (1) primary partition group
membership, in which processes agree on the sequence of views, and (2) partitionable
group membership in which multiple concurrent views can simultaneously exist. In each
case, broken TCP connections can be used to trigger changes in views [3]. We shall argue
here that this is not a good idea when using primary partition group membership; conse-
quently, link failures should be transparent, and we can achieve this by robust TCP con-
nections. Consider a replicated server with three replicas s1, s2, s3. Assume a partition
failure which partitions s3 away from s1 and s2. If link/partition failures are transparent,
nothing needs to be done when the partition failure is repaired. In contrast, if failures are
not transparent, all server updates that took place during the partition failure need to be
explicitly forwarded to s3 (by s1 or s2). A detailed discussion of this issue can be found in
[4].
Robust TCP connections present a solution to the problem of broken TCP connec-
tions. Robust TCP connections have the same interface and properties as standard TCP
connections, except that these connections never break due to network problems (and
thus implement the quasi-reliable channel abstraction). We define a session layer proto-
col on top of TCP that ensures reconnection, and provides exactly-once delivery for all
transmitted data. A prototype has been implemented as a Java library (however, nothing
prevents a C implementation). The prototype has less than 10% overhead on TCP sockets
with respect to the most important performance characteristics: response time and
throughput. Robust TCP sockets integrate seamlessly into Java. Source code integration
is done by replacing occurrences of new Socket and new ServerSocket by creating in-
stances of our replacement classes. Binary integration requires a few changes in the Java
core libraries. These changes would make it possible to replace sockets with robust sock-
ets in a Java application without re-compiling and without changing the application.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses design issues for
robust TCP connections. Section 3 presents the protocol. Section 4 discusses the imple-
mentation of robust TCP connections in Java. Performance figures are given in section 5.
Related work is discussed in section 6, and section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. DESIGN OF THE PROTOCOL
2.1 Requirements
In this section, we present our requirements for robust TCP connections, along with
their implications for the design of the protocol.
Using robust TCP should be as transparent for the user as possible. Therefore robust
TCP should have the same interface as standard TCP connections and offer the same ser-
vice: a bidirectional stream of bytes. For our prototype, this implies that robust TCP
should offer the Java sockets interface (integration into Java is discussed in detail in sec-
tion 4.2). Our functional and non-functional requirements are as follows:
Duration of connection. In standard TCP connections, the connection is closed when-
ever data is sent over the connection, but no acknowledgment is received for several
minutes. Robust TCP connections should only be closed if the application explicitly re-
quests this. This means that robust TCP does not have any timeout mechanism that might
lead to breaking the connection. Specifically, robust TCP connections must survive link
failures and network partitions.
Flow/congestion control. Robust TCP should have the same flow control / congestion
control mechanisms and behavior as TCP. It should use buffers of limited size.
Performance. Robust TCP should incur an overhead of less than 10% on normal opera-
tion with respect to all relevant performance figures: response time and throughput. The
overhead on the time to open/close connections is less important, as robust TCP connec-
tions are long-lived. Also, the overhead on the network should be a small fraction of the
overall traffic.
Ease of deployment. The implementation should be lightweight and deployment should
be easy. Robust TCP will require extensions at both endpoints of the connection, as
losses of connectivity affect both sides; modifying just one endpoint is not sufficient.
However, we do not want to rely on daemons supporting our protocol. Moreover, we
want a user space implementation, with no need to modify the kernel or to have adminis-
trator privileges.
The ease of deployment requirement implies that we can modify neither TCP nor
any of the lower layers, nor can we configure the parameters of these layers.
Modifications to the TCP kernel code would be very small and would essentially
mean changing a timeout value from some number of minutes to timeout = ∞. This
would guarantee that TCP never closes connections due to a timeout.
However, modifying TCP has several disadvantages. First of all, it would require
modifications to kernel code. This would, of course, reduce the portability of the code
since many different TCP stack implementations exist and would all need to be modified.
For non-open-source platforms, the integration of robust TCP would be complicated, if
possible at all.
Secondly, the user of the protocol would have to re-compile the kernel in order to be
able to use robust TCP. The average user is not necessarily comfortable with this and
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most users will not blindly trust new kernel code (an unintentional or malicious misbe-
havior can never be excluded).
For these reasons, we decided to implement a protocol on top of TCP, in the session
layer of the OSI reference model (Fig. 1). The purpose of the protocol is to deal with
broken TCP connections. Most performance requirements are easily fulfilled if the over-
head of the session protocol is always just a small fraction of the traffic generated by TCP.
We discuss performance issues in more detail in section 5.
In addition to the standard TCP interface, the application might want to be informed
about the state of session connections (robust TCP connections do not need to be the
same black box to the application as standard TCP connections). We plan to extend the
interface to provide the following information: the number of bytes sent but not ac-
knowledged, the time elapsed since the last send operation whose data was not acknowl-
edged, and the duration for which a receive (or send) operation has been blocked.
Fig. 1. The robust TCP protocol in the OSI reference model.
2.2 Issues at the Session Layer
TCP will close a connection if two hosts cannot contact each other for several min-
utes and data is being exchanged. When this happens, the session protocol (1) must re-
connect the two parties, (2) must be able to uniquely identify a connection, and (3) must
ensure that all data sent is received exactly once.
The issues related to reconnection are the following. First of all, the client (the party
that did an active open) must initiate the reconnection to the server (the party that did a
passive open), and not vice-versa. The reason is simply that only the server has a static
address to connect to (furthermore, server to client connections are problematic if the
communication parties are separated by firewalls). This implies that the server cannot
close the socket on which it listens for TCP connections when it is no longer willing to
accept new connections. This socket needs to remain open as long as there are active
session layer connections. The second issue is that the reconnection attempt might fail. In
this case, the client should repeatedly try reconnecting.
A session layer connection is potentially associated with multiple transport layer
connections (Fig. 2). This means that we need to identify the session layer connection
upon reopening a TCP connection. A session layer connection is uniquely identified by
the combination of (1) the IP address and the port number of the TCP socket on the
server side, along with (2) a unique connection identifier (CID) generated by the robust
TCP server (session layer) upon the first connection attempt. This also allows us to dis-
tinguish a reconnection attempt from the first connection attempt of a new session layer
connection.
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Fig. 2. Lifetime of session and transport layer connections.
When a TCP connection is broken, we do not know how much data has been suc-
cessfully transmitted (we cannot access the information in TCP acknowledgments).
Therefore all transmitted data must be buffered and retransmitted upon reconnection if
necessary. As the protocol should only use a buffer of limited size, it has to exchange
control messages to acknowledge received data. Upon receipt of such a message, a part
of the buffer can be discarded. We must make sure that the acknowledgments constitute
only a small portion of the overall traffic generated by the connection. Also, flow control
issues arise if the buffer fills up.
2.3 The Problem of Control Messages
The control messages can be passed between the client and the server in two ways.
Either the messages are passed in-band, multiplexed with application data, or out-of-band,
on a different channel. We have chosen an out-of-band solution, primarily because the
in-band solution poses severe performance problems, and secondarily because it is more
complex. To understand why, let us first explain how an out-of-band solution could be
implemented. The idea is simple. The session layer send operation buffers outgoing data,
and the session layer receive operation sends acknowledgments. Also, a lightweight flow
control mechanism is needed to block the send operation as long as the outgoing data
buffer is full.
Let us contrast this implementation with the in-band solution. The problems are as
follows:
• Multiplexing and demultiplexing two streams may be costly by itself, especially if data
is transmitted in small chunks. This is the easiest problem; a solution similar to Nagle’s
algorithm [5] could offer acceptable performance.
• The data stream and the stream of control messages are independent. Even if no data is
sent to one of the communication parties, that party may still receive control messages.
For this reason, each party has to constantly read the TCP stream to check for control
messages. This requires a dedicated control thread to read the socket. So, when data ar-
rives, it has to pass through the control thread before reaching the application thread
that reads the socket. This leads to context switching and one extra copy of the data to
an intermediate buffer, and yields poor performance.
• The solution requires a rather complex flow control mechanism. If the control thread
receives a lot of data and the application is not ready to receive data, the intermediate
buffer fills up. The control thread must continue reading in order not to miss control
messages. This implies that the protocol has to discard any further data and has to ask
the other side for retransmission. In contrast, an out-of-band solution needs only re-
transmission of data when the TCP connection breaks.
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The question remains as to how to pass out-of-band control messages. The two
choices are (1) UDP datagrams and (2) a separate TCP connection. We chose the UDP
solution for reasons of performance and resource utilization. Indeed, the TCP solution
needs twice as many TCP connections and TCP ports on each side (2 per session layer
connection). In contrast, a server can share the UDP control port among all the connec-
tions it manages. Also, the TCP solution exchanges more IP packets during the whole
lifecycle of the connection (open, data transfer and close).
The UDP solution might seem more complex at first: (1) We need to identify the
connection in each control message, and (2) we need to ensure reliable delivery and
FIFO order of control messages (we can afford to lose some acknowledgments, though).
However, the TCP solution would result in an equally complex implementation, as it
would have to ensure reliable delivery and FIFO order as well (in case the TCP connec-
tion for control messages breaks).
Finally, note that the TCP solution should be preferred if the connection passes
through a firewall, as firewalls are usually configured to reject UDP packets. However,
this was not a problem for us, and if the need arises, the protocol can be easily modified
to use TCP.
3. THE SESSION LAYER PROTOCOL
A robust TCP session has three phases: (1) connection establishment (opening), (2)
data exchange, and (3) connection termination (closing). Whenever TCP errors occur, the
protocol enters the reconnection phase. We now describe each of these phases in detail,
and then discuss how TCP errors are handled.
3.1 Opening a Connection and Reconnection
The client starts by establishing a TCP connection with the server, sends (over the
TCP connection) the new connection control message together with the number of the
UDP port used for exchanging control messages (Fig. 3), and then waits for a unique
connection identifier (CID) from the server. The server assigns CIDs in the order k, k + 1,
k + 2, etc. k is chosen randomly when the server starts up, in order to avoid that clients of
a server that used to listen on the same port (and that quit or crashed) confuse the server
(One faces a similar issue when choosing initial TCP sequence numbers.)
The CID is always chosen to be different from 0, in order to give a special meaning
to 0. It is used to distinguish a new session from an existing session that re-opens its TCP
connection. If the server accepts the connection, a new unique session identifier is sent to
the client, together with the server UDP control port. The details of the protocol are
shown in Fig. 3.
New robust TCP sessions can be refused. This happens when the server has closed
the session layer socket, or when it temporarily runs out of resources (too many open
connections). In that case, the server sends a refusal (0) control message (instead of a
non-null connection identifier) and a reason code. The client will try to reconnect if the
reason code indicates a temporary reason for refusal.
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Fig. 3. Opening phase.
If the TCP connection breaks during data exchange, re-establishing the TCP connec-
tion uses a similar protocol, shown in Fig. 4. The client opens a new TCP connection to
the server, then sends the session layer connection identifier and the number of bytes
received in this session (we use a 32 bit counter that wraps around to 0 when it reaches
232). The server answers by re-sending the connection identifier to confirm that the
re-connection has been accepted and the number of bytes received. As soon as any of the
parties knows how many bytes have been received by the other party, it starts retransmit-
ting data that was lost. Finally, the session is ready again for exchange of data. To the
user, the session appears to be open during the whole reconnection process, i.e., send and
receive calls return normally.
Fig. 4. Reconnection phase.
3.2 Data Exchange
Anytime the user writes some data on the robust TCP connection, the data is stored
in a buffer and then sent over the TCP connection. The protocol also maintains a counter
for the total number of bytes sent over the robust TCP connection. Whenever an ac-
knowledgment is received, acknowledged data is removed from the buffer. The ac-
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knowledgment, similar to TCP’s acknowledgments, points to the next byte that the reader
process is expecting to receive. The exact format of acknowledgments and other control
messages is discussed later.
The buffer for outgoing data is of limited size, hence some flow control is needed.
When the buffer fills up, the protocol blocks send operations. Also, it sends a control
message that forces the other party to acknowledge data. We set the default parameters
such that send operations hardly ever block; acks are sent after every 8 kbyte received
and the outgoing buffer is of size 16 kbyte (these parameters can be configured by the
user). Also note that the default setting yields few acknowledgment packets compared to
the number of data packets.
3.3 Closing the Connection
We only discuss how the session is closed; handling of half-close is analogous.
Closing the session is done by closing the TCP connection; control is returned immedi-
ately to the application. However, the two sides have to notify each other that the con-
nection is closed in order to free up resources associated to the connection. This notifica-
tion is done asynchronously using control messages. So the UDP control ports are active
until these notifications have been exchanged.
If the server closes the session and the client still wants to use it, TCP generates an
error. It is possible that the server could not notify the client about the closing of the ses-
sion at this point. In this case, the client will try to reconnect, and the server implicitly
notifies the client about the closing of the session by simply rejecting the reconnection
attempt.
3.4 Handling TCP Errors
Whenever a TCP socket operation returns an error, the protocol first tries to grace-
fully close the TCP socket. Then, if the error occurred during the opening phase, the
opening phase is restarted. Otherwise, the protocol enters the reconnection phase − or
re-enters the reconnection phase if the error occurred in the reconnection phase.
The protocol allows increasing the delay between two consecutive reconnection at-
tempts using an exponential backoff strategy. Furthermore, some TCP errors indicate the
failure of the other party rather than the loss of connectivity [6]. We could use this infor-
mation to avoid unnecessary reconnection attempts.
3.5 UDP Control Messages
The structure of the UDP control messages is presented in Fig. 5. The message starts
with eight header bytes. The first four bytes of this header store the identifier of the con-
nection. The next byte defines the type of the message: ACK to acknowledge data,
REQ_ACK to force the other side to send an acknowledgment, and CLOSE,
HALF_CLOSE and RESET to manage closing connections. Since UDP does not guaran-
tee delivery, control messages that need to be acknowledged (such as a CLOSE message
initiating a three-way handshake) are flagged using the flag byte. The header ends with a
two bytes identifier for the control message identifier. These two bytes have a meaning
only if the control message needs to be acknowledged, as specified by the flag byte.
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Fig. 5. Structure of control messages.
An acknowledgment control message (type CONF) carries this identifier to indicate that
the message has been received. Finally, the message ends with a data section. For ac-
knowledging data (ACK and REQ_ACK) four bytes represent the number of bytes re-
ceived. The other control messages have no data section.
Note that we could have compressed the data in the control messages. However, this
is not worthwhile as the overhead is negligible compared to the overhead of UDP, IP and




The implementation of robust TCP provides the same interface as the sockets in
java.net. For a smooth integration into existing programs, the classes implementing ro-
bust TCP sockets, i.e., RSocket (client side) and RServerSocket (server side), extend the
classes Socket and ServerSocket of the standard Java TCP interface. The slight differ-
ences between the client and server side of a connection (in the reconnection procedure)
are handled by a class that extends RSocket and implements the server side specificities
(e.g., the reconnection procedure and the notifications that complete a close). This class
is package-private and is instantiated only by the RServerSocket whenever a new con-
nection is created.
Each of endpoints also needs a dedicated thread that constantly reads control mes-
sages from the UDP socket. All connections in the same JVM (both client and server side)
share this UDP socket. This means that a single control thread is used to read the control
messages and dispatch them to the right connection. Using few threads is essential for
achieving good performance on the server side.
4.2 Integration Into Java
Since the robust TCP sockets extend the Java sockets, the user can simply replace
any call to the constructor of Socket or ServerSocket by a similar call to RSocket and
RServerSocket. This is a rather easy way to integrate robust TCP connections into new
applications or code available in source code form.
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Let us now discuss how to integrate robust TCP connections into existing applica-
tions without changing the source code. Java provides a way to use modified sockets
instead of the standard ones without modifying or recompiling the application. The user
of the Java libraries can call the method ServerSocket.setSocketFactory (for the server
side) and Socket.setSocketImplFactory (for the client side) with as parameter an object
that will serve as a factory for socket implementations. Socket implementations extend
the SocketImpl class. Similarly C sockets, this class provides a client interface to connect
to a remote host (bind and connect), and a server interface to accept connections (bind),
listen and accept).
Unfortunately, Java socket factories are not flexible enough to allow the integration
of robust TCP sockets (that is, without modifying the Java core libraries). The methods
setSocketFactory and setSocketImplFactory can only be called once in an application and
no plain Java sockets can be created after the call. This is a problem for us, as we access
TCP by plain Java sockets. However, several requests are present in the Java bug track-
ing database [7] that aim to make the socket factory features more flexible. Once an im-
proved socket factory framework is released by Sun, we will be able to achieve fully
transparent integration of robust TCP sockets into existing code. The integration wll not
require any modifications to the Java core libraries (java.net).
5. PERFORMANCE
The benchmarks used to measure the performance of the robust TCP sockets are
taken from IBM’s SockPerf socket micro-benchmark suite, version 1.2 [8]. These ex-
periments do not benchmark all aspects of communication with sockets. Nevertheless,
they should give an indication of the overhead of the robust TCP sockets with respect to
the plain TCP sockets. The benchmarks are as follows:
TCP_RR: A message (request) is sent using TCP to another machine which echoes it
back (response). The TCP connection is set up in advance. The results are reported as a
throughput rate of transactions per second, which is the inverse of the request / response
round-trip time. The benchmark is repeated several times with different message lengths.
The default length in SockPerf is one byte.
TCP_STREAM: A continuous stream of messages is sent to another machine, which con-
tinuously receives them. The results are bulk throughputs in kilobytes per second. The
benchmark is run with several different message lengths. The default message length in
SockPerf is 8 kbytes.
TCP_CRR: First, a connection is established between the two machines (connect). Then,
a message (request, by default 64 bytes) is sent using TCP, and is replied to (by default 8
kbytes). This reflects the message size of a typical HTTP query. The costs included in the
benchmarks are those of the connection establishment, the data exchange and the closing
of the connection.
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The benchmarks were run with two PCs running Red Hat Linux 7.2 (kernel 2.4.9).
The PCs have Pentium III 766 MHz processors and 128 MB of RAM, and are intercon-
nected by a 100 Base-TX Ethernet. The Java Virtual Machine was Sun’s JDK 1.4.0.
The results, as well as the relative performance of the robust TCP sockets versus
Java sockets, are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 6. They show that the overhead of the
robust TCP sockets over Java sockets is low (5.7% and 1%) for the TCP_RR and
TCP_Stream tests, except for small message lengths in the TCP_Stream test (we are
working on optimizing this case). The overhead for these tests is probably due to (1) the
one extra copy of transmitted data into the retransmission buffer at the session layer, and
(2) the control message processing.
Table 1. Java vs. robust TCP in the three benchmarks.
Benchmark Robust TCP Java TCP Overhead
TCP_RR 8572 tr./s 9061 tr./s 5.7%
TCP_Stream 10785 kB/s 10889 kB/s 0.95%
TCP_CRR 3.34 ms 1.30 ms 157%
Fig. 6. Results of the TCP Stream benchmark.
The TCP_CRR test shows a bigger overhead. The overhead is due to the message
exchange upon opening the connection (see Fig. 3). However, this benchmark measures
the performance of short-lived TCP connections, whereas robust TCP connections only
make sense for long-lived connections − short-lived connections are not likely to break.
For this reason, we did not put any effort into optimizing for the TCP_CRR benchmark.
A possible optimization is to wait for the first data packet such that the session layer mes-
sages can be piggybacked.
6. RELATED WORK
We start with papers about fault-tolerant TCP connections. Zhang and Dao describe
persistent connections [9], which can recover from broken transport layer connections,
just like our robust connections. As ours, their prototype is also implemented in a library
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on top of sockets. However, Zhang and Dao have a more ambitious goal and do not meet
our requirements. Zhang and Dao provide connections where the transport layer end-
points might change their location and/or identity. For example, one endpoint might be a
mobile device that migrates, or a process that crashes and then recovers. As the goal is
more ambitious, the solution is more complex. It involves an addressing scheme distinct
from TCP addressing and a name service used to store information about endpoints. On
the other hand, data loss is possible if a connection breaks in an unanticipated manner,
while our protocol avoids this. The authors did not avoid data loss because they focused
on connections that break due to process crashes, rather than network problems. In such a
setting, a session layer mechanism is not enough to provide exactly-once delivery; some
help is needed from the application.
The FT-TCP protocol [10], and STCP [11] to some extent, also aim to make TCP
connections fault-tolerant to the crash of one endpoint (while our protocol makes the
connection fault-tolerant to link failures). After the crash, either another node has to take
over the connection, or the failed node has to recover. Even though the problem is dif-
ferent from ours, the solutions involve a lot of common tasks: buffering data and syn-
chronizing the new node to the state of the stream with the help of the buffered data. A
difference is that FT-TCP and STCP require changes in the kernel, as they augment or
modify the transport layer. An interesting point in FT-TCP is that the other (non-fault
tolerant) endpoint of the connection runs TCP without any changes; we cannot provide
this property, though, as a broken connection affects both endpoints.
The protocols in [12, 13] adapt TCP to wireless environments. Connectivity can be
lost in such environments for a long time. The solutions usually passivate the TCP con-
nection when connectivity is lost to avoid the condition that TCP reacts to this condition
by reducing the size of its congestion window or by breaking the connection. These pro-
tocols necessitate changes in the kernel.
Finally, let us mention that the session layer in the ISO/OSI reference model [14]
offers some functionality to re-establish broken transport layer connections. The commu-
nicating parties can put synchronization points into the session layer stream, and it is
possible to recover the state of the stream at these synchronization points later. It is the
application’s responsibility to set synchronization points and to buffer data that might
need to be retransmitted. Our solution accomplishes exactly these tasks, making syn-
chronization and buffering transparent to the application.
7. DISCUSSION
We presented robust TCP connections for fault tolerant distributed computing. Ro-
bust TCP connections, unlike TCP connections, address link and partition failures in a
manner adequate for a range of applications. Robust TCP connections never break if
connectivity is lost.
We implemented robust TCP connections as a session layer protocol on top of TCP
that ensures reconnection, and provides exactly-once delivery for all transmitted data.
Our Java prototype has less than 10% overhead on TCP sockets with respect to the most
important performance features. It can be easily integrated into existing applications.
As future work, we plan to extend the standard TCP interface in order to provide
information about the state of session connections to the application. Useful information
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includes the number of bytes sent but not acknowledged, the time elapsed since the last
send operation whose data was not acknowledged, and the duration for which a receive
(or send) operation has been blocked. Yet another idea is to add an operation that allows
the application to passivate the connection when there is no need to send data over a long
period. A passivated connection uses fewer resources; in particular, the associated TCP
connection would be closed.
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